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Exclusive Interview
With THALUANA
MUSCAT, Sales
Manager at Swintt
In the interview down below, you’ll have the opportunity to learn all about Swintt,
an amazing online casino software provider, from the perspective of Thaluana
Muscat, the company’s Sales Manager.
Swintt’s goal is to create sustainable iGaming products and increase player
engagement through innovations in game design and retention tools. But let’s hear
more about it from Thaluana! Enjoy!
CHIPY: Greetings, Thaluana! Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule to
answer our questions. Now, let’s get going by introducing yourself and by telling us
a little bit about Swintt.
THALUANA: Hi, it’s my pleasure! I’m Thaluana, Sales Manager at Swintt.
Swintt is a rapidly growing game provider focused on delivering proven, specialist
content to help operators grow in their chosen markets.
Armed with a diverse slot portfolio, localized games popular in key markets, a
top-quality live dealer product, and powerful gamification tools, Swintt's expanding
range of products cater to player tastes, market trends, and enable growth
opportunities for online casino operators worldwide.
CHIPY: Swintt has developed and released a significant amount of slot games so far.
In your own view, what is the definition of a high-quality slot game?
THALUANA: Swintt has released over 100 slot games for players to enjoy! Highquality is continuously working and improving to meet players’ tastes and market
needs. We are always working on a broad range of themes, appealing graphics,
smooth content, and good UI and UX across different devices.

CHIPY: Out of all Swintt titles, which one do you think it’s the most successful of
2021, and what is your favorite Swintt game?
THALUANA: We sure have launched many successful games this year but launching
SwinttLive has been a great highlight to Swintt and its portfolio. Our live solution is
mobile-first, extremely intuitive, with well-trained dealers from Vegas. This brings
the classical and trustful style that only the capital of gambling has!

In our slot portfolio, we’ve just launched Mega Phoenix, a game with high volatility
and a max win of 25,000x, using the mysterious Phoenix bird as the theme. The
game is beautifully designed with an oriental style and features consisting of,
among other things, sun and moon wilds and Phoenix re-spin. For sure, one of my
favourites!

CHIPY: Swintt is highly appreciated for its tournaments. Can you please explain to
our readers how your tournaments work?

THALUANA: Easy-peasy, our widget allows players to join tournaments on the go,
track progress in real-time, collect their rewards, as well as stay up to date on
upcoming tournaments with a click of a button and in-game!!!
CHIPY: Swintt has made a name for itself in the iGaming industry by offering unique
products. What can you share with us about SwinttGamify?
THALUANA: SwinttGamify is our full gamification product that provides more
functions within our games, meaning players have more opportunities to win!
There are in-game achievements, missions across multiple games, and regular
tournaments that can be entered from within the game.
Moreover, real-time and in-game leaderboards, and last but not least, instant
rewards that grant players their prize with no action required, making the whole
experience much simpler and hassle-free!

CHIPY: Surely, your fans are very impatient to try out new Swintt titles. Do you have
any slots coming up in the near future?
THALUANA: We sure do! Swintt has a strong roadmap and for the next following
weeks, for example, we are launching Pirate Treasure, a classic and basic gameplay
filled with beautiful pirate-themed graphics.
We are also launching Hatchi's Quest, featuring a wasp hero embarking on his first
adventure with his friends. It’s an engaging game where players can bet safely and
play for quick and easy rewards or they can risk it all and max their bet to awaken
the top symbols for bigger payouts!

We also have a major release in July with the upcoming Lone Rider… watch this
space! We can’t wait for it!
CHIPY: Are you focusing on any specific markets at the moment? What markets
would you like to enter in the future?
THALUANA: Supplying the right content for the right markets is something we focus
on a lot, and we have a wide range of games optimized for many markets
including Germany, India, Japan, and beyond.
We are entering the Swedish market soon with further markets in our pipeline!
CHIPY: Do you have any direction planned for Swintt in this new decade or are you
just going with the flow?
THALUANA: We do have an ambitious goal to not only be unique and offer an
appealing portfolio to different tastes in the industry, but also have a philanthropic
mindset and give back to society with innovative solutions.
CHIPY: We had a great time learning more about Swintt and its products. Thank you
again for this wonderful opportunity. Is there anything else you would like to say to
our readers? Thank you!
THALUANA: Yes, keep an eye on our new releases! There will be great things
coming up in the next few months!

Final Thoughts
We are now surely enchanted by Swintt and its amazing games! After reading this
interview, hopefully, you are too! Try out for free some of the best Swintt game
titles here at Chipy.com and let the fun begin!
Last but not least, thank you, Thaluana, for a delightful conversation! :)
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